
2nd Colac Sea Scouts 

 

Rain     15.7.12 
Duty Six:  

Approx 

Time 

Activity Description Equipment Required 

4:30 Inspection: 50c & scarf 

Grand Howl 

 

4:40 *North, South, East, West 

Warm up with compass directions that Cubs must run to when called, 

adapt into next game 

Nil 

4:50  "Weather Vane" 
Line the Cubs up in their Six corners. Make sure they all know which 

way North (really) is. The Leader stands in the middle of the room. 

They call out "The wind blows from the ......." and the Sixes must line 

up facing the opposite direction, the Sixer with his arms forward, palms 

together and everybody else with their hands on the shoulders of the 

Cub in front and heads bent Forward. (e.g "The wind blows from the 

East" means that the Cubs' lines must be facing to the West) 

Nil 

5:00 *Everyone’s It – except you! 
Call out a Cubs name and they start running as you count down from 5. 

When you say go, everyone chases them for 30 seconds or until they 

are caught. 

Nil 

5:25 Group 1 – Rain Gauge 
Cut the top quarter off a soft drink bottle, turn it upside down and place 

it as a funnel to catch water. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0HJMZz8iJY  

Group 2 – Rain Storm 

Half fill glass jar with water and add one drop of food colouring. Fill 

the rest of the jar with shaving cream to create a cloud. Suck up watery 

paint with an eye dropper and drip it over the shaving cream cloud to 

‘make it rain’. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jM9a9vT3Wus  

Group 3 – Barometer 
Wrap a balloon over the top off a glass jar and sticky tape a straw in the 

middle of the balloon. This will measure the change in atmospheric 

pressure of an approaching storm or clearing weather. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ah8F-xmvB2k  

Empty soft drink bottle, 

scissors 

 

 

Glass jar, food 

colouring, shaving 

cream, watery paint, eye 

dropper 

 

 

Glass jars, balloons, 

straws, sticky tape 

5:40 Ice Hockey 
The Pock is divided into two teams, which are lined down each side of 

the hall and numbered off starting from opposites ends of the lines. A 

goal is marked at either end and one ice 'puck', is placed in the middle 

along with two rolled newspaper batons. A number is called and the 

two players with that number grab a baton each and attempt to hit the 

puck into the appropriate goal. The puck slides very quickly across all 

surfaces except carpet and should be replaced when puck becomes too 

small to hit. 

Ice puck (water frozen 

in and removed from a 

small yoghurt or 

margarine container), 

roller newspaper hockey 

stick,  

5:50 Thunder and Lightning 

Cub Scouts in relay formation with articles spaced out in front of them. 

On the signal 'approaching storm', first Cub Scout runs up, and Flashes 

torch (lightning), Crashes tin lids (thunder), Beats on tin with sticks 

(rain), Jump over circles (puddles) and runs to the other end of the hall 

and back. Repeat until all have had a turn. 

For each Six: a torch, 2 

tin lids, sticks, a tin and 

paper card circles 

5:58 Closing Ceremony 

Notices –  

 

 
 

 

 

* Can be played outside
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0HJMZz8iJY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jM9a9vT3Wus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ah8F-xmvB2k

